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Abstract—LTE-U (LTE-Unlicensed) is designed to coexist with
Wi-Fi in the unlicensed band by balancing its duty cycle
according to the number of coexisting Wi-Fi access points (APs)
it detects. For example, a LTE-U base-station (BS) will reduce
its duty cycle from 50% to 33% when it senses an increase
in the number of co-channel Wi-Fi basic service sets (BSSs)
from one to two. But the problem of detecting how many WiFi BSS’ are operating on the channel in real-time, without
decoding the Wi-Fi header, still remains. In this paper, we present
a novel algorithm that solves the problem by using an autocorrelation (AC) function on the Wi-Fi preamble and setting
appropriate detection thresholds to infer the number of Wi-Fi
BSSs operating on the channel. Performing auto-correlation on
the Wi-Fi preamble is a much simpler operation than decoding
the entire Wi-Fi packet, which is what would be needed if
one were to decode the MAC header to identify the BSS. We
implement and experimentally validate the proposed AC detector
and demonstrate that there is a differentiable pattern of AC
events between one and two Wi-Fi APs. From the collected AC
events, we determine a suitable threshold for a reliable detection
of Wi-Fi APs. We show that using an AC threshold of NE = 0.8,
we can achieve a probability of detection (PD ) of 0.9 with a
probability of false alarm (PF A ) of less than 0.02. Finally, we
demonstrate that the performance of the proposed AC detector
is superior in terms of PD and PF A compared with the energy
detector (ED).
Index Terms—LTE, Unlicensed spectrum, Wi-Fi.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wi-Fi is currently the dominant wireless local area network (WLAN) system deployed in the unlicensed spectrum.
However, next generation cellular networks are expected to
utilize this frequency band in the near future as well and will
have to coexist with Wi-Fi. The coexistence mechanism of
Long Term Evolution (LTE) in the unlicensed spectrum gives
rise to several challenges in terms of Wi-Fi client association,
interference management, scheduling/resource allocation, fair
coexistence, imperfect carrier sensing, etc. LTE-Unlicensed
(LTE-U) is one such technology proposed by an industry
group, the LTE-U forum [1], that has been developed for deployment in the unlicensed spectrum. The coexistence method
employed by LTE-U is very simple: a LTE-U base station
(BS) operates based on a duty cycle approach (i.e., repeating
ON and OFF intervals) and an adaptation technique called
Carrier Sense Adaptive Transmission (CSAT). During an ON
period, the LTE-U BS transmits its data normally. In the OFF
period, it observes the channel to dynamically adjust its duty
cycle based on the number of detected Wi-Fi basic service
sets (BSSs) or access points (APs). The detection method of
Wi-Fi BSSs is arguably still a point of contention. Table I

TABLE I: Different Types of CSAT
CSAT Types
Header Based
Energy Based

Auto-correlation
Based

Method
Decodes the Wi-Fi MAC
header at the LTE-U BS
Based on the change in
the energy level of the
air medium
LTE-U BS sense the
medium to detect the
Wi-Fi preamble L-STF
symbol

Pros/Cons
Additional Complexity [2]
Feasibility, accuracy, lowcost, low-complexity [3]
Feasibility,
accuracy,
low-cost, low-complexity,
More
accurate
than
energy based

shows different types of possible CSAT approaches: directly
decoding the Wi-Fi MAC header of Wi-Fi BSSs or spectrum
sensing using either energy detection or auto-correlation. Each
method has its own pros and cons as listed in the table.
In past work [3], we studied the energy based detection of
Wi-Fi APs and demonstrated an algorithm that performed
reasonably well under different scenarios. In this paper, we
develop an auto-correlation (AC) based detector where the
LTE-U BS performs auto-correlation on the Wi-Fi preamble
and demonstrate improved performance as compared to the
energy detector. All Wi-Fi frames start with the legacy short
training sequence (L-STF) symbol which contains multiple
repeats of a sequence which is used in Wi-Fi for detecting
the start of the packet and initial gain control. We use this
symbol at the LTE-U BS in a low-complexity auto-correlation
function and calculate auto-correlation (AC) events which are
then used with an appropriate threshold to detect the number
of Wi-Fi APs.
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Fig. 1: LTE Wi-Fi Co-existence Deployment Setup.
Fig. 1 illustrates an example LTE-U and Wi-Fi coexistence
scenario, where two Wi-Fi APs and an LTE-U BS are operating on the same channel, with multiple clients associated
with each AP and BS. It is expected in this scenario that the
LTE-U BS will increase its duty cycle from 33% to 50% when
one of the APs is turned off, and vice versa. Hence, a robust

detection method is needed to guarantee the efficient adaption
of the duty cycle. We aim to exploit the AC sensing data at
the LTE-U BS to infer the presence of one or two Wi-Fi BSSs
and make the decision to adapt the duty cycle appropriately.
In order to accomplish this, we create realistic experimental
scenarios using a National Instruments (NI) USRP RIO board
with a LTE-U module and two Netgear Wi-Fi APs. We define
a AC event as one when there is a noticeable peak value to the
auto-correlation calculated during a Wi-Fi transmission (either
data, control or management frames). We collect these AC
events during the experiment and analyze them to determine
the best detection threshold to distinguish between one and
two Wi-Fi APs that maximizes probability of detection (PD )
and minimizes probability of false alarm (PF A ). Lastly, we
show that the AC based detection at the LTE-U BS is a more
accurate method compared to energy detection to differentiate
between the presence of one or two Wi-Fi BSSs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents a brief overview of existing literature on WiFi LTE coexistence. Section III describes the experimental
measurement set up used to gather statistics on the AC events
in the presence of one or two Wi-Fi APs which are then used
to develop the AC detection based adaptation algorithm. The
experimental results are corroborated in Section IV. Finally,
Section V concludes the paper.

performance of PD and PF A by introducing an alternative
efficient approach i.e., auto-correlation based spectrum sensing
to distinguish between one and two Wi-Fi BSSs on the same
channel.
III. AUTO - CORRELATION BASED D ETECTION OF W I -F I
BSS S
In this section, we discuss how LTE-U can utilize the
proposed AC function to detect the Wi-Fi legacy preamble
and infer the number of Wi-Fi APs. Next, we set up a realtime experiment that mimics realistic deployment of LTE-U
and Wi-Fi coexistence, both line-of-sight (LOS) and non-LOS
(NLOS), and determine the appropriate detection thresholds
using comprehensive measurements. Finally, we present an
AC-only based algorithm for detecting the number of coexisting Wi-Fi BSSs.

II. R ELATED W ORK
There has been a significant amount of research, both from
academia and industry on LTE/Wi-Fi coexistence. This is
mainly driven by the strong intention both from 3GPP and
LTE-U forum to implement the technology as soon as possible.
Both License Assisted Access (LAA)/Wi-Fi and LTE-U/WiFi coexistence scenarios and throughput fairness have been
well studied as a function of detection threshold and dutycycle [2], [4], [5], [6], [7]. However, the auto-correlation
based technique proposed in this paper is still under-utilized
in the area of spectrum sensing for LTE-U/Wi-Fi coexistence.
To maintain the synchronization between the LTE-U and
Wi-Fi users, the authors in [8] proposed a auto-correlation
based threshold spectrum sensing algorithm. This work further
improves the Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol to
increase the sum throughput while guaranteeing the fairness
for LTE-U/Wi-Fi coexisting networks, while not addressing the
issue of detecting reliably the number of Wi-Fi APs present
on the channel. In our recent work, [3] and [9], we have
performed rigorous theoretical and experimental analyses of
the performance of an energy-based CSAT. We proposed an
algorithm that can adjust the duty cycle of LTE-U based on the
presence of Wi-Fi APs inferred by the detected energy in the
medium. We believe that this is the first work that proved the
feasibility of stand-alone energy detection, without the need
of packet decoding. We are able to reliably distinguish the
presence between one or two Wi-Fi APs, using a threshold of
-42 dBm which produced a successful detection probability
PD of greater than 80% and false positive probability PF A
of less the 5%. In this paper, we aim to further improve the

Fig. 2: Wi-Fi Frame Structure: showing the L-STF symbol at
the start of the frame transmission.

Fig. 3: LTE Wi-Fi Co-existence Experimental Setup.

A. Preamble Based Auto-correlation
All Wi-Fi frames, even those in newer specifications like
802.11ax, begin with the legacy short training field (L-STF)
symbol. The L-STF consists of 10 repeats of a known sequence
with a total 8 µs duration. Fig. 2 shows the structure of a WiFi frame. The L-STF symbols are used in Wi-Fi receivers for
detecting the start of the packet and initial gain control. We
exploit the presence of the L-STF symbol in order to detect the
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Fig. 4: LTE-U BS and Wi-Fi APs are separated in LOS Environment at thρ = 0.25.
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Fig. 5: LTE-U BS and Wi-Fi APs are separated in NLOS Environment at thρ = 0.25.
number of active Wi-Fi BSSs at the LTE-U BS. The received
sample at the LTE-U BS in the time domain when the Wi-Fi
signal is present can be represented as:

H0 : (W/ 1 Wi-Fi Signal) r(n) =xs1 (n) ∗ h1 (n) + w(n)
H1 : (W/ 2 Wi-Fi Signal) r(n) =xs1 (n) ∗ h1 (n)+
xs2 (n) ∗ h2 (n) + w(n)
(1)
where r(n) is the received samples in time domain, xs1 (n)
is the Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
modulated signal transmitted from one of the Wi-Fi node,
w(n) is the additive white Gaussian noise, h1 (n) is the time
domain impulse response between the first node and LTE-U
BS, xs2 (n) is the OFDM modulated signal transmitted from
the other Wi-Fi nodes in the second BSS, and h2 (n) is the
time domain impulse response between the second BSS and
LTE-U BS. So, the auto-correlation when one Wi-Fi signal is
present is calculated as:
E[r(n)r∗ (n + To )|H0 ]
,
H0 : ρ0 = ρ(To ) =
E[r(n)r∗ (n)|H0 ]

(2)

where To = 0.05 ms is the delay between the samples in the
auto-correlation. When two Wi-Fi signals are present, the autocorrelation is:
E[r(n)r∗ (n + To )|H1 ]
,
H1 : ρ1 =
(3)
E[r(n)r∗ (n)|H1 ]
In our experiment, we collect samples over 1 ms for each
observation and calculate the auto-correlation value ρsi and
then compare with a threshold , thρ as:
ρsi < thρ →
− H0 ,
ρsi ≥ thρ →
− H1 .

(4)

We count the number of events where the auto-correlation
value is larger or smaller than the threshold for T observation
periods (i.e., 1 ms observation period). The number of such
AC events is used as a criteria for detecting the number of
active BSSs as shown in Algorithm 1.
B. Experimental Setup for Auto-correlation Based Detection
We set up our experimental test-bed according to Fig. 3.
There are three cells, with two cells (A and C) acting as
Wi-Fi cells and one cell (i.e., Cell B) acting as the LTE-U

BS. Each Wi-Fi cell consists of 1 AP and 1 client, and each
AP transmits full buffer downlink data and beacon frames,
with occasional probe responses if any nearby Wi-Fi clients
transmit probe requests. An NI USRP platform is configured
as the LTE-U BS and operates at 50% duty cycle during the
experiment. During the LTE-U OFF duration, it listens to the
configured co-channel for signals and measure its indicator
auto-correlation (AC) function. The AC function is configured
in the LTE block control module of the NI LTE application
framework, and it outputs AC events as defined above. Using
the AC events measurement, we identify the number of Wi-Fi
APs on the following two scenarios:
• Scenario 1: Measure the AC event at the LTE-U BS
during the LTE-U OFF period when only one Wi-Fi AP
(i.e., Cell A) and LTE-U (i.e., Cell B) is deployed with
full buffer downlink transmission.
• Scenario 2: Measure the AC event at the LTE-U BS
during the LTE-U OFF period when two Wi-Fi APs (i.e.,
Cell A Cell C) and LTE-U (i.e., Cell B) are deployed
with full buffer downlink transmission.
In both scenarios, Cell B measures the number of AC events
that exceeds the threshold (thρ ) during the LTE-U OFF period,
while other cells are transmitting full buffer downlink transmission. Also, these two scenarios are carried out at different
distances in both LOS and NLOS environment.
C. LTE-U BS AC detection in LOS & NLOS Conditions
In the LOS scenario, there is no obstruction between the
LTE-U BS and Wi-Fi APs, i.e., the LTE-U BS has clear LOS
to the other Wi-Fi APs. We count the total number of AC
events that are above a threshold for every one second over the
duration of 90 seconds. We measure the total number of events
above the AC threshold at the LTE-U BS for different intercell distances. Fig. 4a shows the distribution of the number
of AC events above the threshold for the Scenarios 1 and 2
described above, and inter-cell distance of 6 feet. We observe
that the number of AC events is distributed over the range of
160 to 200 for Scenario 1, and over the rage of 200 to 260 for
Scenario 2. From this observation, it is clear that the scenario
with two Wi-Fi APs has more AC events compared to one WiFi AP. This is due to a larger number of management, control
and data frames in the two Wi-Fi APs case (this is also verified
using Wireshark). It also shows that the false detection region
for detecting the two Wi-Fi APs is very small (i.e., shown
by the area of overlap of the two curves): this is due to the
short distance between the Wi-Fi APs and LTE-U BS. As the
distance between the LTE-U BS and the Wi-Fi APs increases,
we observe a variation in the false detection region. This is
evident from Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c. Yet, we observe a clear
difference in the distributions of the received total number of
AC events between one and two Wi-Fi AP scenarios (Fig. 4a,
4b and 4c). We make use of this key observation to develop
a classification algorithm.
Using the same parameters as above, we repeat the experiment in an NLOS setting, i.e., having a wall between Wi-Fi

APs and LTE-U BS (as shown in Fig. 1). Overall, we observe
the same pattern as before with some differences depicted in
Fig. 5a, 5b and 5c. Compared to the LOS scenario, we
observe a lower average number of AC events and larger
false detection region in the NLOS scenario. There is a clear
correlation between the distribution of measured AC events
and number of Wi-Fi APs in various reception scenarios, such
that the LTE-U BS is able to differentiate the number of Wi-Fi
APs.
D. LTE-U duty cycle adaptation algorithm
We use the above experimental observations to develop
Algorithm 1, an AC based detection algorithm for scaling the
duty cycle based on the number of Wi-Fi APs detected. The
choice of threshold for deciding between one and two WiFi APs will be developed in this algorithm. We implement
the algorithm in the LTE-U BS hardware and validate the
algorithm experimentally. The duty cycle scale back algorithm
is mainly focused on two types of experiments (i.e., tasks) as
follows .
• Task 1: We collect enough data to set the appropriate
thresholds. In every second, we observe the number of
AC events that are greater than the threshold, i.e., thρ .
• Task 2: Based on above observations in every one
second, we calculate the probability of detection (PD )
and the probability of false alarm (PF A ) to evaluate the
algorithm.
The AC based spectrum sensing (at LTE-U BS) is performed
on the Wi-Fi preamble signals (i.e., L-STF) to determine
whether there is a noticeable peak when there is a Wi-Fi
transmission (data, control and management frames). This
peak value is determined with a threshold, thρ . Based on many
experimental observations, we choose the threshold, thρ as
0.25. If the observed AC event value is greater than 0.25 then
there is a possibility that the captured signal is a Wi-Fi beacon,
probe request, probe response, data, or ACK packet being
detected. The LTE-U BS stores the value in the counter. We
calculate the following threshold ratios for one and two WiFi, respectively, and maintain a tally of correct and incorrect
decisions made by the LTE-U BS. The threshold ratio (ratio1 )
Count1
and the threshold
for one Wi-Fi AP, ratio1 = Count
1 +Count2
Count3
ratio (ratio2 ) for two Wi-Fi AP, Count3 +Count4 are calculated
respectively. On the basis of 1 sec observations from task 1
in the Algorithm 1, we calculate ratio1 and ratio2 . These
two ratios help to observed the probability of detection (PD )
and probability of false alarm (PF D ) in the LTE-U system.
If observed ratio1 is ≤ NE , (where NE is the ratio of total
number of packets observed in 1 Wi-Fi AP to the 2 Wi-Fi
AP when there is no LTE-U BS is present), the LTE-U BS
declare one Wi-Fi AP is present, otherwise it declares two
Wi-Fi APs are present and changes the duty cycle accordingly.
The probability of detecting presence of two Wi-Fi correctly,
Count.detect2
and the probability of
P D2 = Count.detect
2 +Count.f alsealarm1
falsely detecting the presence of two Wi-Fi BSSs, PF A2 =
Count.f alsealarm2
Count.detect1 +Count.f alsealarm2 . These two calculations also
hold for one Wi-Fi BSS.

while true do
/* Dynamic LTE-U Duty Cycle. */
for k = 1 to T do
/* Observe the medium for T = 1000 observations for
every 1 ms over the total duration of 1 second. */
if One Wi-Fi is ON then
if AC ≥ thρ then
Count1 ++;
else
Count2 ++;

1

Probability of Detection (PD)

Algorithm 1 : Auto-correlation Based LTE-U DC Adaptation
Initialization: (i) LTE-U operates at 50% duty cycle,
(ii) Count1 = 0, Count2 = 0, Count3 = 0, Count4 = 0
(iii) Count.detect1 = 0, Count.detect2 = 0
(iv) Count.f alsealarm1 = 0, Count.f alsealarm2 = 0
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Fig. 6: Pd Vs Pf a .
TABLE II: Experimental Set-up Parameters

/* The threshold ratio for one & two Wi-Fi AP */
Count3
Count1
; ratio2 = Count
;
ratio1 = Count
1 +Count2
3 +Count4
if One Wi-Fi is ON then
if ratio1 ≤ NE then
Count.detect1 ++;
/* Presence of one Wi-Fi AP is correctly detected*/
else
Count.f alsealarm1 ++;
/* Presence of two Wi-Fi AP is falsely detected*/
else if Two Wi-Fi is ON then
if ratio2 > NE then
Count.detect2 ++;
/* Presence of two Wi-Fi AP is correctly detected*/
else
Count.f alsealarm2 ++;
/* Presence of one Wi-Fi AP is falsely detected*/
No Wi-Fi AP got detected;
LTE-U BS operates at 95% duty cycle;

IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
Using the coexistence system described in Fig. 3, and the
experiment parameters described in Table II, we setup an
experiment to evaluate the duty cycle adaptation algorithm
performance. We set both the Wi-Fi APs (Cell A and Cell C)
and the NI LTE-U BS (Cell B) to operate on the same
unlicensed channel (Channel 161). We also made sure that
there were no additional interference from other Wi-Fi APs
on this channel. We implement Algorithm 1 on the LTE-U BS
hardware (i.e., NI USRP 2953R SDR [10]) and measure the
probability of detection (PD ) and probability of false alarm
(PF A ) for identifying the presence of one to two Wi-Fi APs
using this algorithm.

Parameter
Available Spectrum and Frequency
Maximum Tx power for both LTE
and Wi-Fi
Wi-Fi sensing protocol
Traffic
Wi-Fi & LTE-U Antenna Type
LTE-U data and control channel

Value
20 MHz and 5.805 GHz
23 dBm
CSMA/CA
Full Buffer (Saturation Case)
MIMO & SISO
PDSCH and PDCCH

A. PD Vs PF A in LOS & NLOS Environment
Varying the detection threshold, we obtain different PD and
PF A values in a LOS environment. Fig. 6 shows the PD
and PF A for each LOS and NLOS scenarios for one and
two Wi-Fi APs. We fixed the AC thresholds (thρ ) based on
Algorithm 1 and calculated the PD and PF A . We observe
that the performance of the AC detector decreases (i.e.,PD
decreases) as the inter-cell distance increases. From the previous observation, we recognized that the wall obstruction on the
NLOS environment caused the region of false detection higher
compared to LOS. Fig. 6 also shows the similar performance
(in terms of PD vs PF A ) on the NLOS scenarios. The
probability of detection (PD ) of the NLOS experiment for the
same PF A is worse than the LOS experiment for all of the
corresponding scenarios. Also similarly, the PD performance
decreases as the distance between the LTE-U BS and WiFi AP increases. Overall, we observe that the algorithm can
differentiate the distribution of AC events better when the
inter-cell distance is shorter.
B. Performance of PD and PF A for different NE
Fig. 7 and 8 shows the performance of PD & PF A for
LOS and NLOS in different NE ratios. We vary the ratio of
NE from [0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1] to obtain the
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Fig. 8: PF A for different number of events: NE Vs PF A .
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Fig. 10: ED and AC based sensing mechanism for NLOS:
PD Vs PF A .

best performance of PD and PF A . If we fix a performance
target of PF A = 2%, the best NE ratio is 0.8 since all of
the scenarios shows PF A smaller than 5% and PD of at least
90%, therefore the maximum probability of detection can be
achieved.

buffer data, along with beacon and probe response frames
following the 802.11 specification. Using the analysis of
collected energy values [3], we can differentiate between one
and two Wi-Fi BSSs by setting the appropriate thresholds of
detection that maximizes probability of detection (PD ) and
minimizes probability of false alarm (PF A ). We measured the
performance of PD and PF A for -42 ED threshold with LOS &
NLOS configurations. We observe and experimentally verify,
that using a ED threshold of -42 dBm delivers greater than
80% PD and less the 5% PF A . When compared to ED based
sensing, the AC obtained better performance of PD and PF A

C. ED based sensing Vs AC based sensing
In this sub-section, we compare the AC performance based
on energy detection (ED) based sensing. Using the NI USRP
platform as shown in Fig. 3, we run a similar experimental
test-bed. In the experiment, Wi-Fi APs are transmitting full
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D. Performance of PD and PF A in different configurations
Our goal in this section is to verify how the threshold works
in a different configuration. We placed the two Wi-Fi APs on
the same side of the LTE-U BS, unlike the configuration in
Fig. 3 where they were on opposite sides. Wi-Fi AP 1 & Wi-Fi
AP 2 are placed at distances of 6 feet & 15 feet from the LTEU BS respectively. We measured the performance of PD and
PF A for different NE ratios with LOS NLOS configurations.
• Case A: Both Wi-Fi AP 1 and Wi-Fi AP 2 are ON.
• Case B: Only the Wi-Fi AP 1 at 6 feet is ON.
• Case C: Only the Wi-Fi AP 2 at 15 feet is ON.
Fig. 11 and 12 of PD and PF A with different NE ratio shows
that there is no much degradation in PD and PF A and the
algorithm still works well with the NE 0.8.
V. C ONCLUSION
We proposed an auto-correlation detection based algorithm
that can be used by a LTE-U BS to determine whether there is
one or two Wi-Fi APs on the air so that the duty cycle can be
adjusted accordingly. We believe that this is the first ever work
to demonstrate the feasibility of using auto-correlation based
detection alone, instead of packet decoding [2], to reliably
distinguish between the presence of one or two Wi-Fi APs.
The results shows that the AC based detection in this paper
has a superior performance than ED based detection. Future
work will consider distinguishing between more than two WiFi APS, thus enabling even finer duty cycle adjustments of a
LTE-U BS and improved coexistence with Wi-Fi.
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Fig. 11: NE threshold with PD for different configuration setup.

for NE 0.8 as shown in Fig. 9 and 10. Hence, we fix NE
and measure the results which delivers greater than 90% PD
and less the 2% PF A . From this result its clear that AC based
detection outperforms the ED.
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Fig. 12: NE threshold with PF A for different configuration
setup.
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